
Sweetheart 991 

Chapter 991: it’s all because of that b * tch, luo chenxin! 

 

bai shixun frowned and looked at his good friend behind him. 

“lend me this woman for a few days. when i find xinxin, i will naturally bring her back. by then, you can 

do whatever you want to her. we’ve been friends for so many years, you can’t possibly not even give me 

this little bit of face, right?” 

mu yichen shook his head and said in a cold voice,”this isn’t a matter of giving you face. you don’t have 

to ask luo chenxin if you want to know the truth.” 

“what do you mean?” bai shixun was stunned. 

mu yichen waved his hand and ordered the bodyguard behind him, ” bring me the assassin called reese! 

” 

luo chen’s words had moved bai shixun, and a smile had already appeared on his face. 

hearing this, she immediately froze. 

mu yichen’s reaction was so quick that he immediately thought of reese! 

what should he do now? once reese arrived, he would definitely expose her lies! 
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luo chenxin was burning with anxiety, but he couldn’t think of any way. 

in less than two minutes, liang bro and the others came over with reese. 

reese had fallen into mu yichen’s hands more than a month ago. he was even more miserable after 

being treated. his face was covered in blood and dirt, and he could not even stand properly. 

he was thrown to the ground. 

he had yet to return to his senses when he heard mu yichen’s cold voice coming from above his head. 

“bai xinxin … what’s going on? i’ll give you one last chance to explain yourself, or else …” 

before mu yichen could finish his threat, reese screamed as well. 

“it has nothing to do with me! bai xinxin’s matter has nothing to do with me! it’s all because of that b * 

tch luo chenxin! we ran into bai xinxin on the road the other day and found out from her that luo chenxi 

had substituted her in marriage. luo chenxin was worried that bai xinxin’s identity would be exposed 

after she returned to the country, so she secretly got rid of her!” 

“this matter really has nothing to do with me. i have no grudges with miss bai. i have no need to do such 

a thing to harm her!” 

the moment reis heard the name bai xinxin, his mind buzzed! 



he didn’t reveal bai xinxin’s matter from the start because he wanted to hide this matter, in case the bai 

family retaliated against him and he would die even more miserably. 

he did not expect luo chenxin to disclose this matter. 

he could not care about anything else for his own sake, so he immediately pushed all the blame on luo 

chenxin. 

luo chenxin’s face turned red. she pointed at his nose and retorted, ” stop farting! ” wasn’t it because 

you saw that bai xinxin was beautiful, so you became lustful and raped her with your subordinates? 

then, he locked her up and played with her! you’ve done way more than i have. if it wasn’t for me, she 

would have been killed by you!” 

“you were the one who hinted for us to do this, and you still want to blame it on me?” 

“hehe, when did i give you any hints? you’re the one who’s bold and perverted! have you never slept 

with bai xinxin before? now you want to renege on your debt?” 

both of them wanted to try their best to get out of it, so they spoke one after another, trying to shirk 

their responsibilities. 

this way, the truth of the matter was restored in a few words. 

even though mu yichen detested bai xinxin, he could not help frowning ever so slightly when he heard 

about her ending up like this. 

bai shixun was so angry that he was trembling. 

“you … you guys …! ‘luo chenxin, how can you be so vicious?’ do you really think that everyone in the bai 

family is dead?” 

luo chenxin could not help but shiver when she saw bai shixun’s ferocious expression. 

Chapter 992: luo chenxin, don’t you like men? 

 

this time … she was really done for! 

‘how could that brainless thing, reese, be so afraid of mu yichen? he spilled the truth just because of a 

simple threat from him!’ 

didn’t he know that if the truth was revealed, he would die a horrible death? 

luo chenxin hated him to the core, but it was too late. 

bai shixun gritted his teeth and turned to look at mu yichen. ” leave these two to me! i must let them 

know what it feels like to be better off dead!” 

mu yichen squinted his eyes. before he could speak, luo chenxin cried out in panic. 

“second young master bai, i beg you to spare me, i know i was wrong! i … i’m willing to atone for my 

sins. i’ll bring you to country f to find miss bai …” 



bai shixun sneered. he rushed over, grabbed luo chenxin’s collar, and pulled her up. 

“you really won’t shed tears until you see the coffin. what kind of stupid idea are you still thinking of? 

tell me where my sister is! hurry up and tell me!” 
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luo chenxin was suffocated by his grip and felt dizzy, but she still gritted her teeth and insisted that she 

must go to country F in person. 

mu yichen and bai shixun had used many interrogation methods, but they did not manage to force any 

other information out of her. 

in the end, bai shixun had no choice but to request to take her away. 

“yichen, leave these two people to me. i’ll definitely send them back to you before chenxi’s case goes to 

court. of course, i can’t guarantee that they’re safe and sound. i can only guarantee that … they’re still 

alive!” 

mu yichen furrowed his brows and pursed his lips. he did not answer immediately. 

after all, bai shixun had been his brother for many years. his request was very reasonable. moreover, he 

had put it this way. he should not refuse. 

but for some reason, he had a bad feeling and subconsciously didn’t want to agree. 

“yichen, just tell me if you can or can not! we’ve been brothers for so many years, and xinxin’s matter 

has something to do with you. you can’t just leave her in the lurch, can you?” bai shixun urged. 

mu yichen could only nod. 

bai shixun ordered the bodyguards of the bai family to drag the two out. 

luo chenxin looked frightened on the surface, but she was relieved in her heart. 

it was better to be in bai shixun’s hands than mu yichen’s. 

the bai family was a proper business, so they shouldn’t be as ruthless as young master mu. 

she fixed her gaze on mu yichen’s perfectly outlined side profile. her eyes were filled with hatred. 

he thought to himself,’mu yichen, luo chenxi! just you wait! if i can escape alive, i will make you pay the 

price and regret it for the rest of your lives!” 

she had never told anyone about the little dumpling’s secret … all because she wanted to take revenge 

on them! 

however, before luo chenxin could even heave a sigh of relief, she heard bai shixun’s cold voice 

reverberating in the empty prison cell as if it came from hell. 

“luo chenxin, don’t you like men? not only did she look for a man, but she also found a man for my 

sister! you found five at once? then i’ll give you ten times that amount! just wait and enjoy it!” 



luo chenxin shuddered and looked up in horror, but her mouth was blocked by the bodyguard. she could 

not say a word and could only make a muffled scream. 

…… 

mu yichen returned home with a cold and gloomy expression after witnessing the farce. 

it was already late at night, but luo chenxi was not asleep yet. 

she immediately sat up on the bed when she saw him. 

Chapter 993: she was in his arms, being pampered like a little princess 

 

“mu yichen, you’ve finally returned! what did luo chenxin tell you?” 

mu yichen’s mood turned for the better in an instant when he saw his little woman blinking her big eyes 

and looking puzzled. 

she had the same face as luo chenxin. 

however, when he saw luo chenxin, he felt nothing but disgust. 

however, when he saw his stupid woman, his heart was filled with tenderness that was about to 

overflow from his chest. 

he removed his bloodstained suit jacket and tossed it on the ground. he then walked toward luo chenxi 

in quick strides. 

” it’s nothing much. she said that she knew bai xinxin’s whereabouts and wanted to use this information 

to exchange for her life. i’ve already handed her over to bai shixun to deal with. ” 

mu yichen briefly explained the situation. 

in order not to scare luo chenxi, he intentionally concealed many details and only gave a general 

overview of bai xinxin’s situation. 
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even so, luo chenxi was still shocked.’i can’t believe that luo chenxin would do such a thing! however, 

she even wanted to kill me, her own sister. it’s normal for her to want to get rid of bai xinxin because 

she’s afraid of leaking the secret …” 

that being said, luo chenxin’s means were still too cruel. it was simply outrageous. 

“i hope bai shixun can find his sister.” 

although she had many grudges with bai xinxin, no matter what bai xinxin had done in the past, such a 

punishment was enough. 

luo chenxi sighed for a while. she yawned after her curiosity was satisfied. she turned around and fell 

asleep. 



mu yichen looked at her peaceful sleeping face. he could not help lowering his head and planting a kiss 

on her cheek. 

“good night, stupid woman.” 

he felt a lingering fear after hearing what luo chenxin said today. 

if luo chenxi had not managed to escape in time when she left the mu family, she would have fallen into 

luo chenxin and reese’s hands. he did not know what kind of punishment she would have to suffer. he 

was so terrified that his entire body was trembling. 

fortunately, she was safe and sound now. she was in his arms and was well protected by him. he had 

doted on her like a little princess. 

he hoped that it would always be like this … 

…… 

luo chenxin’s matter was soon forgotten by them. 

it was rare that the little white rabbit was not disturbed by the big gray wolf, and had a good sleep. 

when she woke up the next morning, she heard the news that mu yichen was planning to bring her to 

north europe for a honeymoon. 

“this five-star hotel is located on the snowy mountain and there’s a hot spring on the side. “we don’t 

have to go out since we’re staying there. i don’t think we have the time to go out anyway. it’s our 

honeymoon after all … of course, i’ll take a day or two to go skiing with you …” mu yichen planned in a 

cheerful mood. 

“wait! what … what honeymoon are you talking about?” luo chenxi was dumbfounded. 

mu yichen furrowed his brows and looked at her. ” we’re already married. shouldn’t we go on a 

honeymoon? ” 

“but we’ve only collected our marriage certificate …” luo chenxi said in astonishment. 

“getting the marriage certificate isn’t considered marriage? you still want to renege on your debt?” the 

man’s voice suddenly became dangerous. 

“cough, cough, that’s not what i meant!” luo chenxi shook her head hastily. ” i mean … don’t we usually 

go on a honeymoon after the wedding? ” 

” it’s fine. we’ll go once first. we’ll go again after the wedding. we’ll go again every year on our wedding 

anniversary in the future … ” mu yichen did not seem to take her seriously at all. 

” cough cough cough cough! ” 

luo chenxi almost choked on her food. 

who would go on so many honeymoon trips? he couldn’t be so willful just because he had money! 

“what’s wrong? do you still have an opinion?” mu yichen’s face darkened. 



Chapter 994: not even as good as a three-year-old! 

 

luo chenxi shuddered. 

her little animal instinct told her that if she rejected the big bad wolf, she would die an ugly death. 

however, she thought about it and said, ” “no, i can’t go overseas with you.” 

“what did you say?” 

mu yichen did not expect her to have an opinion. 

it was fine if he had an opinion, but he actually dared to voice it out! 

he didn’t teach this stupid woman the family rules yesterday, and she was going to fly into the sky? 

luo chenxi braced herself and said,”i really can’t go with you.” i’ve already told chief sheng that i’ll be 

attending an interview next monday.” 

“interview? what interview?” mu yichen frowned. 
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luo chenxi said,’have you heard of the big production movie,’ the magnificent turn’, that the bai family 

and the he family invested in together? it was directed by the internationally famous director yan heng. 

” this movie needs a lot of original styles, so we need to hire a fashion design director. director yan had 

his eyes on chief sheng, but he was busy, so he recommended me … ” 

“what?” mu yichen’s expression changed. ” when did this happen? how come i didn’t know about this?” 

luo chenxi blinked her eyes. she had a surprised expression on her face. didn’t i tell you? then i must 

have forgotten! her heart was filled with her husband and she had forgotten about everything else! that 

… the interview is in three days. i have to hurry up and prepare … i’ll be leaving first!” 

luo chenxi stood up as she spoke. she then turned around and ran away after she finished speaking. 

the mu family had specially cleared out a room for her to set up a studio, which had a full set of sewing 

equipment. 

mu yichen stretched out his hand to grab her wrist, but he was a step too late. he missed. 

his face darkened, and he wanted to get up and chase after her. 

tan yueru slapped the table and coughed. ” “alright! what are you doing? when you proposed, you said 

you would support my daughter-in-law’s career, but now you’re going back on your words after you’ve 

successfully tricked her? i don’t have a son who goes back on his word like you!” 

mu yichen almost choked on his own saliva. 

did madam tan pick him up from the trash can? 

why is madam tan’s butt so crooked? 



the little dumpling also waved the rabbit-eared spoon and cast him a disdainful look. ” yes, daddi is too 

disobedient! ” 

even she knew that once big sister entered the studio, she should not go in and disturb her. it would 

affect her work and make money for tang tang to make beautiful clothes, but daddi actually did not 

know! 

he was not even as good as a three-year-old! 

mu yichen was so angry that he almost flipped the table! 

however, he couldn’t afford to offend the few people in his family. 

…… 

due to young master mu’s harassment from time to time, luo chenxi did not make adequate 

preparations. 

the man still argued, ” since the bai family and the he family invested in it, i can just let them decide on 

you directly. what’s the point of the interview? ” come, let’s go back to bed and continue …” 

“continue your head, get lost!” 

young master mu was ruthlessly slapped away by his wife. 

this scene repeated over and over again. 

three days passed quickly. 

on sunday night, sheng yu specially called her to tell her that there were some changes in the interview. 

” i don’t know how, but the news that director yan is looking for the design director has spread. there 

are too many people who want to apply for the job, so director yan has decided to hold an open 

interview. you will have a lot of competitors, but i believe in your ability. ” 

hence, luo chenxi got up early the next morning and left the house. 

ever since young master mu announced his marriage, she had become the target of the media 

reporters. 

in order to avoid trouble, she dressed very low-key, a simple black and white matching suit, and a pair of 

huge sunglasses on her face, which covered half of her face. 

Chapter 995: the director’s position was already decided internally 

 

luo chenxi instructed the driver to stop when they were approaching the interview venue. she walked 

over on foot. 

however, before she could get close, she saw a large group of reporters squatting in the square in front 

of the building. 



every reporter was fully armed with cameras and video cameras in their hands, pointing them at the 

entrance of the building. 

luo chenxi was taken aback. 

no way? 

sheng yu should be the only one who knew that she was going to attend the interview here. how did it 

get leaked? 

great, how was she going to get in now? 

just as luo chenxi was caught in a dilemma, two fashionably dressed women walked past her. 

“i thought i’d stand a chance when director yan is recruiting the fashion design director for the new 

film,’gorgeous turn’! i didn’t expect that such a great designer would come. it seems that the director 

position has been decided long ago.” 
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“aren’t you talking nonsense? for such a big production, they would definitely not use an unknown 

newcomer as the director. but we didn’t come here for nothing. this film will definitely be a hit. even if 

we can’t be the directors, it’s not a bad idea to be assistant designers.” 

“actually, i still don’t quite believe it. if that miss fu really wanted to join the crew, would director yan 

still need to hold this public interview? wasn’t this an unnecessary move? why don’t we just settle on 

her?” 

“how can it be fake? there are so many reporters waiting at the door, they must have known that miss 

fu was coming.” 

luo chenxi heard the conversation between the two of them. 

she raised her eyebrows in surprise. 

she thought that the reporters were here for her … but they weren’t? 

luo chenxi took two steps forward and called out to the two of them, ” hello, both of you. i’m also one of 

the designers who will be auditioning today. ” may i ask, which master are you referring to when you 

said miss fu?” 

the two of them turned around and took a glance at luo chenxi from head to toe. there was a hint of 

disdain in their eyes. 

luo chenxi’s attire today was too ordinary. 

although it was a very appropriate business suit, it was a competition between designers today! 

all the people who came for the interview had dressed up carefully to leave a deep impression on 

director yan. 

luo chenxi had a tender appearance to begin with and she was dressed in a professional suit … one could 

tell that she was not a formidable character at first glance! 



one of the long-haired women said without any restraint, ” “so you’re also here for the interview? 

wasn’t today’s interview supposed to be very high-end? did i misunderstand? how come even a fresh 

graduate can participate?” 

luo chenxi could not help frowning upon hearing that. 

however, another short-haired woman felt that her companion’s words were inappropriate and quickly 

interjected. 

“ahem, that … we’re also here for an interview. why? don’t you know that ‘china’s number one socialite’ 

fu jiatong is among the interviewees today?” 

“fu jiatong?” luo chenxi widened her eyes in shock. 

she had never expected to hear fu jiatong’s name here. 

“yeah, you should know fu jiatong, right? she was a new designer who had graduated from a top design 

college in country F. when she was studying in country F, she had held a solo exhibition at the paris 

fashion week and had been praised by many internationally renowned designers. furthermore, she was 

the president’s niece, the young lady of the fu family! with her family background, the interview is just a 

formality.” 

Chapter 996: do you really think that miss fu is your competitor? 

 

“fu jiatong also wants this position, no wonder …” 

luo chenxi mumbled to herself. she came to a realization very soon. 

it was no wonder that even with sheng yu’s strong recommendation, director yan was not willing to 

immediately decide on her. instead, he wanted to use this public interview method. 

that was because fu jiatong also wanted to get the position of the design director. 

director yan was caught between two designers with remarkable family backgrounds. it was difficult to 

choose between them, and he didn’t dare to offend either side. 

he had no choice but to do this. 

luo chenxi’s expression turned unpleasant at once when she figured this out. 

although she was confident in her own strength and wasn’t afraid of competing with anyone in public, 

she was still very confident. 

however, she was afraid that fu jiatong would use the fu family’s power behind the scenes to pressure 

director yan. even if she had the mu family behind her, they were not inferior to the fu family. 
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however, this would become a competition of power between the two families. she preferred to speak 

with her strength. 



the long-haired woman could not refrain herself from sneering when she saw the corners of luo chenxi’s 

lips drooped down.”what’s wrong? do you really think that miss fu is your competitor? young lady, let 

me tell you, everyone who came for the interview today is a well-known designer in the country. even if 

miss fu wasn’t here, director yan wouldn’t have chosen an unknown newcomer!” 

” alright, alright. let’s go. the interview is about to start. we’ll be late if we delay any longer. ” 

the short-haired woman pulled her. 

just as they were about to leave, there was a commotion not far away. 

the three of them looked up in unison. 

the reporters at the entrance of the building were already in a mess. everyone was holding a 

microphone and fighting to be the first to squeeze in the same direction. 

“miss fu, miss fu, you’re finally here! can you please accept an interview with our tv station?” 

” miss fu, this is the first time you’ve appeared as a designer since you returned to the country. can you 

reveal why you chose to join director yan’s crew? ” 

” miss fu, i heard that you joined the crew because you liked the original novel. is that true? ” 

“miss fu, please look over here! what do you think about the mu family’s young master’s announcement 

of his marriage? there were rumors of you and young master mu’s marriage in the past. will the mu 

family’s actions this time damage the alliance between the two families?” 

countless questions were thrown at fu jiatong. 

the scene was extremely chaotic. 

however, the fu family’s bodyguards were very professional, and the crew had already prepared for it 

and hired many security guards. 

these people were protecting fu jiatong, keeping the reporters a few steps away. 

fu jiatong had been walking inside with her head lowered, but when she heard the reporter mention 

young master mu, she stopped and turned around. 

he took the microphone and said to the reporters, ” “please don’t misunderstand, everyone. the mu 

family and the fu family have always had a good relationship. the marriage between the two families is 

just a rumor. if someone keeps following this kind of gossip and makes things up, both our families will 

hold this kind of bad media responsible!” 

fu jiatong was extremely unwilling to say these words. 

however, she was the president’s house’s young miss after all. she still knew what was best for her. 

hearing fu jiatong’s words, the reporters didn’t dare to continue asking. 

she could only change the topic and ask about the production team. 



fu jiatong was prepared for this, and said confidently, ” ” i’ve always liked the novel ‘gorgeous turn’. i’m 

very honored to be the fashion design director of this film … ” 

Chapter 997: you’re … young mistress mu? 

 

” actually, it was because i read this novel when i was in middle school that i became interested in 

fashion design. in the end, i became a professional designer. ” 

“i’m very grateful to director yan and the production team for their trust in me. i know that in this film, 

the performance of the fashion designer is crucial, so i will do my best and bring out my best design 

state. i will not let the fans of the original work down.” 

fu jiatong was indeed from a top-class family. 

she was dressed elegantly and fashionably. the makeup on her face was exquisite, and her every move 

was graceful. 

every word that came out of her mouth sounded so appropriate. 

the long-haired woman who had mocked luo chenxi earlier could not help but have a look of admiration 

on her face. 

“as expected of the president’s house’s missy! miss fu was fair, rich, and beautiful. she had received the 

best education since she was young, and she was so talented … it was really hard to compare! we’ll 

never be able to catch up to their starting line in our entire lives, so we really can’t be unconvinced!” 

the short-haired woman was also very excited. ” miss fu, you really live up to your reputation as the 

‘number one socialite’! ” 

the two of them were full of praise for fu jiatong. 
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on the other hand, luo chenxi could not help frowning as she listened to the conversation from the side. 

that’s right, fu jiatong’s words didn’t sound wrong on the surface. 

however, wasn’t she a little too confident? 

from fu jiatong’s tone, it seemed like she had already decided that director yan would choose her. 

moreover, it was obvious that the reporters and other designers had already confirmed this point. 

a group of reporters surrounded fu jiatong and asked a few more questions. 

in order to maintain her elegant and friendly image, fu jiatong patiently waited at the door for a while 

and answered them one by one. 

this way, a lot of time was wasted. 

fu jiatong wasn’t afraid of being late, but the other designers were different. 



the two female designers looked around for a while and realized that it was getting late. they quickly 

jogged towards the building’s entrance. 

luo chenxi followed behind the two of them. 

although there were many reporters at the entrance, all their attention was on fu jiatong. 

she could take this opportunity to sneak into the building without being discovered. 

luo chenxi’s plan was very well thought out, but the truth did not go as she wished. 

by the time the three of them reached the building’s entrance, fu jiatong had already answered a few 

questions. under the protection of the bodyguards, she was slowly moving towards the entrance. 

the reporters could only follow the direction in which she was moving and step by step back, hoping to 

get more shots. 

one of the reporters was shorter and was squeezed out of the crowd. 

he staggered and lost his balance. he took a few steps back and crashed into luo chenxi’s body heavily. 

luo chenxi was caught off guard. she swayed a few times from the impact and the folder in her hand fell 

to the ground. 

she held onto the wall in time and stood firm. 

just as she was about to bend down to pick up the folder, she suddenly realized that the reporter was 

staring at her with a shocked expression. 

” y-y-you … you’re … young mistress mu?! ” 

after being stunned for a moment, the reporter couldn’t help but shout. 

luo chenxi was startled. she just realized that the sunglasses she was wearing had fallen off when she 

was hit earlier, revealing her true appearance. 

“you …” 

before luo chenxi could say anything, the reporter started screaming. 

” you’re young mistress mu, the new designer, xing chen. i’m sure i’m not mistaken! ” 

Chapter 998: what the hell are these reporters doing? 

 

when the other reporters heard the scream, they all turned around. 

many pairs of eyes were fixed on luo chenxi as they sized her up. 

luo chenxi was the center of attention for all the gossip in china recently. it had only taken the reporters 

a few seconds to recognize her. 

at that moment, everyone had forgotten about fu jiatong’s existence. 



they turned around at once and swarmed toward luo chenxi with their microphones and cameras raised. 

“mrs. mu! mrs. mu is actually here too!” 

” mrs. mu, can i have a minute of your time? please accept the interview. ” 

” mrs. mu, are you here today to participate in the audition for the ‘gorgeous turn’ crew and apply for 

the position of design director? ” 

” mrs. mu, i heard that director yan’s new film is a joint investment by the bai and he families. second 

young master bai and first young master mu have a close relationship. are you already the director 

candidate that director yan has internally decided on? ” 
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“mrs. mu, mrs. mu …” 

a group of reporters surrounded luo chenxi and bombarded her with questions. 

on the other side, fu jiatong was still talking to the reporters. 

“friends from the media, please make way for me to go in for the interview first. you’ve been paying a 

lot of attention to me and have a lot of questions to ask. i understand. how about this, let me in first, 

and after the interview …” 

fu jiatong’s face was obviously troubled, but in her heart, she was actually very happy. 

she had only participated in an interview, but she had already attracted so much attention from the 

media and they were fighting to interview her. this clearly showed how influential she was as the ” top 

socialite “! 

as the daughter of one of china’s top wealthy families, she had to have such an ostentatious 

appearance. no matter where she went, she would be the focus of the media. 

fu jiatong couldn’t help but smile smugly. 

however, before she could be happy for long, a reporter’s scream suddenly came from the back of the 

crowd. 

“… young mistress mu is here!” 

hearing the noise, fu jiatong was stunned, and her first reaction was that she had heard wrong. 

young mistress mu? 

in T city, the only person who would be addressed in such a manner was the eyesore, luo chenxi. 

but wasn’t she just a newbie who graduated from a third-rate university? logically speaking, it should be 

impossible for him to appear at an occasion like today, right? 

before fu jiatong could figure it out, the reporters who had been surrounding her and saying that they 

would be following her today suddenly turned around and squeezed towards the direction of the shout. 

“mrs. mu! where is mrs. mu?” 



“why is mrs. mu here? quick, quick, quick, we must grab a good spot and take a few more photos!” 

“this is definitely big news! even if mrs. mu was just passing by, it would be big news on the front page!” 

the crowd retreated like a swarm of bees. 

after a few seconds, there was no one around fu jiatong, not even a reporter. 

fu jiatong’s bodyguards, who were still in the position to chase her away, were all frozen in place. 

fu jiatong couldn’t believe that such a thing could happen. 

“what’s going on? what the hell are these reporters doing?” 

she almost couldn’t help but scream. 

she was the niece of china’s president and the number one socialite in the country! 

did these reporters suddenly go crazy? why did they run off halfway through the interview? 

fu jiatong turned her head around in exasperation. when she fixed her gaze on the person, she realized 

that luo chenxi was standing on the steps not far away. 

Chapter 999: a sharp contrast with fu jiatong 

 

the reporters who were surrounding fu jiatong earlier were all gathered around luo chenxi at this 

moment. 

luo chenxi’s attire was very simple. it was nothing more than a black-and-white professional suit. she 

had only put on very light professional makeup on her face. it was a sharp contrast to fu jiatong’s 

branded and exquisite makeup. 

however, luo chenxi was still more eye-catching than fu jiatong. 

it was because her looks and temperament were too outstanding! 

luo chenxi had a slightly astonished expression on her face when so many reporters squeezed their way 

over at once. however, she calmed down very soon. 

“this … please don’t be impatient. i will answer your questions one by one. first of all, i’m here for 

today’s interview, but i didn’t expect there to be so many people …” 

luo chenxi explained in a calm tone with a smile on her face. 

although she wasn’t like fu jiatong, who had so many bodyguards with her, the reporters still felt that 

she had a unique aura about her that made them afraid to offend her. 

” … the ‘gorgeous turn’ crew is holding a public interview and selection today. so, it shouldn’t be strange 

for me to sign up, right? ” 

boxn ov el. c o m 

said luo chenxi with a smile. 



compared to fu jiatong’s tone and expression, which were obviously superior to others, luo chenxi’s 

smile was obviously more approachable. in addition to that, she was exceptionally beautiful. many 

reporters were dazzled by her smile and forgot to continue asking her questions for a moment. 

luo chenxi turned around and was about to enter the door after she finished speaking. 

at this moment, a reporter finally reacted and quickly asked, ” “mrs. mu, please wait! you still have one 

more question to answer!” 

“miss fu jiatong from the president’s house also arrived at the interview site. she’s also here for the 

audition. how confident are you in facing a competitor like her? just now, miss fu revealed that she’s 

already decided on the director position of the production team. how confident are you in snatching the 

job from her?” 

luo chenxi frowned ever so slightly. 

she had deliberately ignored this question just now. 

he didn’t expect this reporter to be so persistent and even asked him several times. 

although she was unhappy, she didn’t show it on her face and continued to smile gently. ” this question 

… i don’t know if you’re looking down on me or the ‘magnificent turn’ crew? since the production team 

had announced that there would be public selection and interviews, how could there be any internal 

candidates? i don’t think director yan would joke around with the reputation he has built up over the 

years.” 

“the selection this time will definitely be carried out fairly. everything … will be decided by strength.” 

“of course, i don’t deny that miss fu jiatong is an experienced designer, and she’s more experienced 

than me. she’s indeed a strong competitor, but i also believe that my design standard won’t lose to 

anyone. no matter who gets this job, it’s definitely because he did the best in today’s interview, not 

because of some internal decision.” 

luo chenxi spoke in a neither-hurried nor slow manner. 

the reporters in the audience didn’t expect her to answer like this and were stunned. 

after all, it was luo chenxi’s first time appearing in front of the media alone as the mu family’s young 

mistress. 

this was the time when it was the easiest to be arrogant. 

they thought that they would see luo chenxi and fu jiatong trying to suppress each other by relying on 

their status. 

Chapter 1000: a difference in breadth of mind and vision 

 

he did not expect luo chenxi to not mention her background at all. on the contrary, she kept 

emphasizing the fairness of the production team and that she had to defeat the other party with her 

abilities. 



when the reporters had interviewed fu jiatong just now, they had all felt that there was something 

wrong with fu jiatong’s words, but they couldn’t tell what it was. 

however, they reacted to the situation at once upon hearing luo chenxi’s answer. 

from fu jiatong’s tone just now, it was obvious that she already thought that the position of fashion 

design director was already in her hands. 

he didn’t even deny that he had already been internally fixed. 

that kind of confident look, it was obvious that he thought of himself as someone with special privileges. 

with fu jiatong’s status, it was normal for her to be so conceited. 

however, when they were compared to luo chenxi, their breadth of mind and vision were immediately 

distinguished. 

at that moment, everyone looked at fu jiatong with a strange expression. 

boxn ov el. c o m 

fu jiatong’s face turned green and white. she glared at luo chenxi fiercely and gritted her teeth in anger. 

luo chenxi’s words earlier were like a heavy slap to her face. 

the reporters were surrounding her and flattering her earlier. why did they all curry favor with her the 

moment luo chenxi arrived? 

fu jiatong could not hold it in anymore. she strode toward luo chenxi. 

when the reporters saw this, they subconsciously stepped back and made way for her. 

“miss luo, please wait a moment!” 

fu jiatong called out to luo chenxi. 

luo chenxi was about to ignore her, but she had no choice but to stop when she realized that there were 

so many reporters watching. 

” miss fu, i didn’t expect to meet you here. the world is so small! ” although she was smiling, she was 

already cursing in her heart. 

every time fu jiatong saw her, she would emphasize “miss luo.” 

‘how badly does she want to separate me from mu yichen?’ 

fu jiatong gave a fake smile. ” yeah, the world is so small! we just met a few days ago. why didn’t you tell 

me that you also wanted to join the crew of ‘gorgeous turn’? if you had told me earlier, i wouldn’t have 

come today. it’s so awkward now, how am i going to explain it to big brother mu later?” 

upon hearing that, luo chenxi’s gaze turned colder. 

fu jiatong said this in front of the media, she was too scheming! 



on one hand, it would make it seem like she was very familiar with him and seemed to be friends. on the 

other hand, he didn’t tell her that he was participating in the selection, which would make it seem like 

he was plotting against her friend. 

on the other hand, fu jiatong said that she could not explain to mu yichen. she was hinting that her 

design standard was much higher than luo chenxi’s, so the position would be hers for sure. she did not 

take luo chenxi seriously at all. 

luo chenxi curled her lips into a faint smile. ” you don’t have to worry. you might not be the one feeling 

awkward. ” but i’m a thick-skinned person. if i see young master fu in the future, i won’t feel 

embarrassed. after all … everyone wins the job with their own abilities. he’ll definitely understand.” 

fu jiatong’s expression changed slightly. she glared at luo chenxi with unconcealed contempt in her eyes. 

this woman who got to her position by seducing young master mu actually had the face to talk about 

strength! 

he really didn’t know how much he was worth! 

today, she was going to show luo chenxi how great the gap between them was! 

“hehe, if that’s the case, then let’s have a fair competition. i’m just afraid that if you lose, young master 

mu will be embarrassed and may interfere …” 

luo chenxi smiled.”you don’t have to worry about that. my husband always listens to me. if i don’t let 

him interfere, he will never go against me. ” 

 


